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#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 
$#  Prologue  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 

<game>    : The Dark world 

Glames    : Leigh, how soon before the Dark world is destroyed. [sic] 

Leigh     : Half a year... All of it will vanish into nether space. 

Glames    : To save our people, we have no choice but to go to the Human world 
            and to Dreamland. Can you think of any other way? 

Leigh     : No. Where there is destruction to the weak, strength prospers. 

Glames    : What about Yuko and the Valis sword? What if Nizetti releases the 
            Valis sword to the full power,it's [sic] going to be a messy 
            situation... 

Leigh     : You don't have to worry, we are prepared. 

Glames    : We, will see how powerful the Valis sword is. Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! 

<game>    : VALIS I 

            Valia, Queen of Dreamland, realized that she could not stop the 
            vicious power of ROGLES and summoned Yuko to give her the Valis 
            sword. After a severe fight, Yuko defeated King ROGLES, but she was 
            obliged to defeat her best friend, Reiko, who was being controlled 
            by ROGLES. 



            VALIS II 

            Several years later, Emperor MEGAS appeared. His plan was to conquer 
            Dreamland. The MEGAS army defeated the survivors of the ROGLES army 
            and proceeded to the castle Vanity where Valia was staying. 

            Yuko went to Dreamland to help Valia, but it was too late. She found 
            that Valia had already taken. [sic] Yuko learned from Valia's will 
            that Princess Valna is her twin sister. 

            With fresh determination, Yuko went forth and defeated the MEGAS 
            army. It was then that her fate became clear to her. She was 
            committed to saving the future of Dreamland. 

            VALIS III 

            The Dark world will be absorbed into nether world. The King of the 
            Dark world will abandon his world and try to invade the other 
            worlds. 

            Dreamland and the Human world are in danger!! Cheer up, Yuko!! 

            Yuko's Valis sword and its counterpart, Leethus, owned by GLAMES -- 
            these swords can destroy everything. The bringing together of these 
            two swords after millions of years!! 

            Can Yuko ever save the three worlds? All three are depending on 
            Yuko's weapons! Now,nothing [sic] can stop Yuko... 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Stage 1  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

* - A young woman enters Yuko's residence while the latter is asleep. 

Woman     : This is.... Yuko..... Warrior of Valis!!!!!! 

* - She leaves, shortly whereafter Yuko awakens and follows her. 

Yuko      : My Valis sword has been stolen by somebody...! I've got to get it 
            back as soon as possible. I have to go now. 

* - Upon pressing the attack button: 

Yuko      : I cannot use my BATTLE-CHANGE ability without the sword! 

* - Yuko locates the woman at the edge of a building's roof. 

Cham      : My name is Cham. I need the power of the sword to beat GLAMES. 
            If we cannot get to it in time...the Human and Dreamland worlds 
            are going to be...?! 

???       : That's it! I finally found you!! 

Cham      : Somebody's chasing me? I didn't think they would find me this 
            quickly!! 



* - A robed man appears and seizes Cham. 

Cham      : Aaahhh! 

Yuko      : ...??? 

* - The man leaves. 

Yuko      : ...??? 

Cham      : Yuko, help me! 

* - She throws the sword, but it falls beside the building. 

Yuko      : Oh no! I need the Valis sword! 

* - Yuko jumps after it. 

Yuko      : Return it to me!! 

* - With its power, her clothing is replaced by armor, and she flies back 
    onto the building. 

* - At the end of the stage, Yuko finds the man. 

Robed Man : This meeting was done quickly. Do you understand why, warrior of 
            Valis? 

Yuko      : Why did you do such a thing? 

Robed Man : Ask your sword!! 

* - Upon the man's defeat, Yuko retrieves Cham. 

Yuko      : The Dark world is going to be absorbed into nether space. 

Cham      : This is true. 

Yuko      : Is that why you wanted my Valis sword? 

Cham      : ...Yes, I needed the Valis sword. In the legends of the Dark world, 
            there are two swords. One of them is yours, Valis, the other one, 
            Leethus, is now owned by GLAMES. 

Yuko      : GLAMES? Who is he? 

Cham      : He is the King of the Dark world. He has told his people to go to 
            the Human world and to Dreamland. 

Yuko      : What if that happens, how would the lives of people in the Human 
            world and Dreamland be affected? 

Cham      : GLAMES is going to destroy us. Dreamland is being invaded by GLAMES' 
            army now! 

Yuko      : Dreamland? 



#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Stage 2  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

* - At a lake, Yuko comes upon a person in a boat. 

Person    : It's said that Princess Valna has been imprisoned in the Tower 
            of Gul at the center of this lake. Is there any future for 
            Dreamland...?? 

Yuko      : I have to get to the tower by any means possible. Will you please 
            give me a ride on the boat? 

Person    : Okay, but this boat is only for two people. One of you must stay. 

Yuko      : Only one person...If I go, I can't depend on Cham. 

Person    : Which one of you will take the chance? 

<player>  :{Y} I will go. Cham, I'll see you later. 

           {C} Yuko, don't worry. I will rescue Princess, Valna. 

Person    : All right. Hurry up! We need to take off. 

* - After some time: 

<player>  : Why are you stopping here? 

Person    :{Y} I must collect additional fare beyond this point... So, give me 
               your sword! 

           {C} I must collect additional fare beyond this point. The fare is 
               costly... 

* - The individual enters the water, and emerges as a monster. 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Stage 3  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

* - Tower interior: 

Prisoner 1: That is the Fireguard, "KOLILANBA" who is standing at the top of 
            the tower. Princess Valna has been kidnapped in crystal. KOLILANBA 
            is taking her prisoner to King GLAMES... 

Prisoner 2: Princess Valna has been trapped in crystal at the tower. It is said 
            that anybody from Dreamland who is frozen in crystal will never be 
            seen again. 

* - Upon destroying the crystal that contains Valna: 

<player>  :{Y} Valna! Are you all right? 



           {C} Are you Valna? My name is Cham. I've come with Yuko to rescue 
               you. 

Valna     : I do appreciate your help, but I think it's just a matter of time 
            before Dreamland will be conquered by GLAMES... 

<player>  :{Y} Valna... 

           {C} ....... 

Valna     : Where is KOLILANBA? I suspect he is on the roof of this tower. 
            This is to be the fate of Dreamland...we cannot change what's 
            happened. But, as Ruler [sic] of this world, I must defeat 
            KOLILANBA. Come to the top later! I will now go to the top alone! 

* - The player assumes control of Valna. 

* - Roof: 

Kolilanba : You, Princess what do you think you are doing? 

Valna     : I cannot forgive you for what you have done to this world. You have 
            shown a lack of respect! I must take you with me!! 

* - Upon Kolilanba's defeat: 

Valna     : Sister, we must go to the Dark world and stop King GLAMES. 

Yuko      : Yes, if not, the Human world will follow the same destiny as 
            Dreamland. Let's go. 

Cham      : Wait a second,Yuko. [sic] You can't defeat GLAMES with the sword you 
            have. I remember what my father said..."the sword has to be at full 
            power so it can fight GLAMES' sword,LEETHUS." [sic] 

Yuko      : Release the sword's power?! How can I...? 

Cham      : There is a country called "Sutherland" which is the closest of the 
            countries to being perfect. Nizetti, the elder, lives there. 
            He knows how to release the power of the sword. 

Valna     : Sister, we've got to go to Sutherland as soon as possible. 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Stage 4  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

<game>    : Three chimes of the bells of justice, truth, and bravery will open 
            the door to the mighty power. 

            That was the bell of justice! 
            That was the bell of truth! 
            Finally, that was the bell of bravery!! 

* - Past the door: 

Woman     : Nizetti already knows about the purpose of your visit. Take the 



            "Nilvarn Road" to get there. 

<game>    : An illusion stops her and asks her a question. 

* - The illusion resembles Reiko. 

Illusion  : What is driving you to do this? I do this for justice. I do this 
            for the powerless people. It's the destiny of powerful people. 

* - The illusion disappears. 

<player>  :{Y} ...Reiko? 

           {C} It disappeared. 

           {V} The illusion went away. 

<game>    : An illusion stops her and asks her a question. 

* - The illusion resembles Valia. 

Illusion  : What are you after in this world? I'm after justice. I seek to 
            illuminate this dark world. I want to achieve a peaceful world. 

* - The illusion disappears. 

<player>  :{Y} Valia? 

           {C} The illusion disappeared again. 

           {V} Mother? 

* - At the road's end: 

???       : Only the brave and true are able to come this far. From here, 
            only fate can decide your destiny!!! 

* - Several enemies appear. Upon their defeat, the party rides an elevator 
    to the top of a tower, where they find a man floating in the air. 

Nizetti   : You have passed the test for braveness. Come closer. I will predict 
            your fate. 

Yuko      : You...you are Nizetti. 

Valna     : You...you are going to release my sister's Valis sword to its full 
            power? 

Nizetti   : Yuko, I am fearful that you will not be able to defeat GLAMES, 
            even with your Valis sword. And, if I release the sword to its 
            full power, you and the sword must return  [sic] 

            Yuko, are you prepared for this?! 



Yuko      : Yes! Even if I were to fail... 

Nizetti   : ... All right. 

* - He releases the sword's power, which also changes Yuko's armor. 

    In the Dark World, Glames's sword glows. 

Glames    : Full power has been released to the Valis sword... My Leethus sword 
            is summoning the Valis sword. Which one of us will win, Yuko or Me? 
            [sic] Tell me my fortune. 

Leigh     : Yes, sir!!! 

Glames    : No, it's not necessary. I will make my own fortune!! 

* - Nilvarn Road: 

Nizetti   : Yuko, go to the land of GLAMES. 

* - In the Dark world, two men have come before Glames. 

Zalude    : Yes, sir, Mr.GLAMES. [sic] 

Glames    : Yuko has gotten to the Dark world with the Valis sword. Her sword 
            has been released to its full power. Be prepared for it. 

Asura     : Ha, ha, ha, ha... The Valis sword has even more brilliance!! 
            Beautiful, isn't it? A beautiful sword requires an appropriate 
            owner, doesn't it? I will get the Valis sword by any means. 

Glames    : I'm looking forward to it. Ha! Ha! Ha! 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Stage 5  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

* - At the end: 

Zalude    :{Y} My name is ZALUDE. It is unbelievable that you, have beat 
               ROGLES!!! 

           {C} GLAMES has underestimated me! Ordering me to battle with a mere 
               girl... 

           {V} My desire is to battle with the Valis sword. I have no time to 
               bother with a Princess. 

<player>  :{Y} Vicious power is useless compared to the brilliance of the sword. 
               ZALUDE, you are the next one! 

           {C} Be quiet, creature! Cham's lash will put fear in you! 

           {V} We have no desire to waste the magic of the Valis sword. I will 
               fight for my sister and defeat you. 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Stage 6  #$ 



#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

Man 1     : This is "Iceworld".The [sic] coldest place of the Dark world. 
            The ground is icy and slippery. Watch your step! 

Man 2     : We haven't seen GLAMES. 

Man 3     : We heard that ZALUDE was defeated, Beware [sic] of ASURA of 
            Iceworld. He is most powerful. 

Asura     :{Y} Oh, the brilliance of the sword is beautiful. Yuko, is the sword 
               all-powerful? 

           {C} Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Your spirit is respectable. I feel myself getting 
               stronger. 

           {V} You are a beautiful Princess indeed! But,we [sic] don't need two 
               beauties in this world!! 

<player>  :{Y} The brilliance of the sword is our strength. You have nothing 
               to do with this. 

           {C} Do not speak to me! I am prepared for Battle! [sic] 

           {V} Ha! Ha! Ha! ...Thank you very much, but your last words mean 
               nothing. 

* - Upon his defeat: 

Asura     : Yuko,you [sic] are very strong. But, it is only a matter of time 
            before GLAMES becomes King of the three worlds. 

Yuko      : ????!!!! 

Asura     : GLAMES imprisoned me. He has led you to this Dark world. GLAMES has 
            built a tower of his own in the Human world. Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha..... 

Valna     : Sister, the human world is in danger!!!!!! 

Yuko      : We've been deceived, haven't we? We must go back quickly!!!! 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Stage 7  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

Nizetti   : Beyond this point nobody except Yuko with the Valis sword can enter. 
            GLAMES is waiting inside. He will attack with magic flames, ice, 
            and thunder using the power of his Leethus sword...Be prepared, 
            Yuko!! 

* - Yuko encounters Glames. 

Yuko      : GLAMES, I bet my Valis sword and my life on your defeat. I will 
            defeat you!! Valis against Leethus. Now is the time to duel!!! 

* - After some time: 



Glames    : I challenge you, Yuko. I'll get your sword and I'll fight against 
            the Perfect [sic] world!!!!! 

Yuko      : GLAMES.......... 

* - Upon Glames's defeat, electricity crackles along his body. 

Glames    : It is very interesting to know there is somebody stronger than me. 
            Yuko, why are you willing to fight? 

Yuko      : For the strife of the people who have been lost because of you!! 

Glames    : What a silly thing! The stronger power is always followed by the 
            destruction of the weak... Did you ever count the number of people 
            you have destroyed  [sic] 

Yuko      : All the battles were for justice!! 

Glames    : Ha! Ha! Ha! ... All right, Yuko... Do me a favor? 

Yuko      : What? 

Glames    : I want you to return the Leethus sword. We no longer need this 
            swords. [sic] And, one more thing...take care of the survivers [sic] 
            of the Dark world, please. 

Yuko      : All right. 

Glames    : Good-bye. 

* - He explodes in a giant burst of light. 

Yuko      : GLAMES -- Everything is over... Valna, Cham. 

Valna/Cham: Yes. 

Yuko      : We cannot prevent the Dark world from being absorbed into nether 
            world. Lead the survivers [sic] of the Dark world and establish 
            a new country of Vecanti once again. Never, never again will we 
            have a war... We will have a peaceful world!!! 

            I will return the Valis sword and the Leethus sword. We will never 
            use them again. 

            Valna, Cham, good luck!! 

* - A ray of light penetrates the clouds, and carries Yuko into the sky. 

<game>    : A once corrupted world has been reborn. Nobody has seen Yuko 
            since then... nobody. 
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